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Abstract: Cloud computing provide computing resources as per user requirement. Virtualization provides the facility to efficient use of hardware. Virtual machines are utilized to satisfy user requirement and it's placed on physical machine of cloud such a way that utilize hardware resources and electricity in cloud. For utilize the number of physical machine used helps in cutting down the power consumption by substantial amount. So best way to map virtual machine to physical machine such that the number of running physical machine is minimized. The virtual machine placement problem with the target of minimizing the energy consumption, which shows the utilization of resources and reducing the cost of data center in cloud. To characterize multi dimensional resource usage states of physical machine, a multi-dimensional resource cube is presented. Based on this model we describe different Virtual machine placement algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing [1] is a large scale distributed computing environment where computing resources such as memory, processing power, bandwidth, etc. are available on demand to the users. Cloud can be defined as "A Cloud is a type of parallel and distributed system The cloud computing consists of various service models such as Infrastructure as a Service (IaAS) [2], Platform as a Service (PaAS) and Software as a Service (SaAS) [3]. These models are made available to the users through virtualization techniques. The users’ demands are satisfied by a set of servers hosted on virtual machines. The virtual machines utilize the resources of underlying physical machines or nodes provide and operated by organizations called 'cloud providers'. Some examples of cloud providers include Amazon EC2, GoGrid and Rackspace Cloud. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [4] defines three service models of cloud computing:

A. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

The consumer uses fundamental computing resources such as processing power, storage, networking components or middleware. The consumer can control the operating system, storage, deployed applications.

B. Platform as a Service (PaAS)

The consumer uses a hosting environment for their applications. The consumer controls the applications that run in the environment (and possibly has some control over the hosting environment), but does not control the operating system, hardware or network infrastructure on which they are running. The platform is typically an application framework.

C. Software as a Service (SaAS)

The consumer uses an application, but does not control the operating system, hardware or network infrastructure on which it’s running. With advent of high capacity computers, underutilization time is increased. Adopting the use of virtual machines in such large scale environments enhances the number of 2 available servers through multiple operating system instances on a single node, there by achieving efficient hardware utilization. Virtualization is to create a virtual version of a device or resource, such as a server, storage device, network or even an operating system. A physical machine consisting of CPUs, memory, disk,
and network computing resources can be virtualized into logical virtual machines consisting of their own virtual CPUs, virtual memory, virtual disk, and virtual networking resources. Virtualization gives the advantage of running multiple operating systems on a single machine so that resource utilization of system can be increased drastically. Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or Hypervisor provides an interface between hardware and operating system to allow multiple guest operating systems to run on top of it. VMM allows for creation, destruction and migration of virtual machines. Examples of Hypervisors are XEN [6], KVM, VMware etc. The XEN hypervisor is an open source industry standard for virtualization. However, there may be a number of underutilized nodes due to the inefficient mapping of virtual machines to physical machines. Minimizing the number of physical machines utilized helps in cutting down the power consumption drastically. The placement algorithm for virtual machines in a data center allocates various resources such as memory, bandwidth and processing power etc. from a physical machine to virtual machines such that the number of physical machines used is minimized.

II. VIRTUAL MACHINE PLACEMENT

The problem of virtual machine placement is core of cloud computing. Virtual Machine Placement [12] is a mapping between physical machines to virtual machines. Better placement strategy is to decrease running physical machines, increase the performance of infrastructure, reducing service level agreement violation rates and better administrative capabilities to the cloud provider. Placement goal [13] can be maximizing the usage of available resources or it can be saving of power being shut down some unused physical machines. Based on placement goal, algorithms will be divided into two categories: QOS based Algorithms [14]: By providing maximum resources to virtual machines, then achieving the maximum quality of service. Maximizing the quality of a service in any situation is the goal of these algorithms power Based [14]: Power might be saving with minimize number of running physical machines. Minimize number of running physical machines without exceeding the probability of violating the user service level agreements.

III. NORMALIZED RESOURCE CUBE

Each physical machine can be represented with Normalized Resource Cube and each axis Represents different resource type.

\[ \text{TCV: Total capacitance vector of a physical machine.} \]
\[ \text{RU(t): Resource utilization vector of a physical machine at time t. Represents percentage of utilization of each resource at time t.} \]
\[ \text{RCV(t): Resource capacity vector of a physical machine at time t. Represents how much percentage of resource capabilities is left.} \]
\[ \text{RRV(t): Resource requirement vector of a virtual machine at time t, Represents how much percentage of resources are needed.} \]
Initially each physical machine RUV is (0, 0, 0). If one virtual machine comes up with RRV (a, b, c), which is less than RCV (TCV-RUV) then physical machine having ability to run. After placement of this virtual machine, physical machine RUV is increased and RCV is decreased by RRV.

IV. VIRTUAL MACHINE PLACEMENT ALGORITHM

Cluster controller will collect resource utilization information from all node controllers with in the cluster. Using collected information, cluster controller will find mappings between virtual machines and node controller (physical machines).

1. First Fit [8]: While placing the VMs, first fit algorithm can be seen as a locally optimal algorithm in greedy manner. When a VM request arrives, the firstly scanned one with sufficient available resources will be selected to host the VM. To avoid unnecessary scanning, the fully loaded PMs are not scanned. If there is no PM with sufficient available resources, a new PM will start up and create the requested VM on the newly started PM. It is a greedy manner to place the VMs and, by this way, we can achieve a local optimization. Physical machines are available with their indices [12]. Each virtual machine will start searching from starting node, whenever the physical machine fulfills requirement of the virtual machine, then virtual machine will start on that node. Average time complexity of this algorithm is O(n/2).

2. Next Fit [8]: Algorithm will use variable name called next. At Initial, next is null. First virtual machine search starts from the first node. When physical machine satisfies the resource requirement, virtual machine starts on that physical machine and next is replaced by current physical machine. If there is no PM with sufficient available resources, a new PM will start up and create the requested VM on the newly started PM. For the next virtual machine search starts from next to the stored next physical machine, search continues up to desired physical machine.

3. Random Fit [8]: Randomly a physical machine is chosen for placing virtual machine. If physical machine satisfies the resource requirement, virtual machine starts on that physical machine. If it not satisfied randomly another physical machine is chosen. This process will continue for every virtual machine.

4. Least full first [16]: Find the physical machine which is least full. If the physical machine satisfy resource requirement of virtual machine then virtual machine will start. If it doesn’t satisfy other physical machines also doesn’t satisfy. Because virtual machine is been tested with least full physical machine. This process will continue till virtual machines exhausted. Time complexity of this algorithm is O(n).

5. Most Full First [16]: In this process, physical machines are sorted from most full to least full. Once sorted has been done first fit process will takes place. This process continues up to virtual machine allocated to any host. Time complexity of this algorithm is O(n).

6. First Fit Decreasing (Single Dimension) [17]: Both physical machines and virtual machines are sorted from high capacity to least capacity machines. Once both physical and virtual machines are arranged, First fit process takes place. Time complexity of this algorithm is O(n+m)

7. First Fit Decreasing product [18]: This is also similar to the First Fit Decreasing. Each physical machine or virtual machine is represented with different resource capacities and each resource capacity is normalized in to percentage of utilization. Example: If physical machine utilization of RAM is 512Mb and total RAM is 1024Mb then RAM utilization is 50%. Volume of physical machine or virtual machine can be defined as product of all resource types. This volume is used instead of capacity in First Fit Decreasing (Single Dimension)[13].

8. First Fit Decreasing sum [18]: This is also similar to the First Fit Decreasing. Each physical machine or virtual machine is represented with different resource capacities and each resource capacity is normalized in to percentage of utilization. Virtual or physical machines volume are defined as weighted sum of values. i.e. $V = \sum(w_i \_ Ri)$, where i th resource weight $w_i= total
demand for i th resource/total available capacity for i th resource. This volume is used instead of capacity in First Fit Decreasing (single Dimension).

9. **Dot product [19]:** When choosing the next virtual machine to place on an open host, Dot product algorithm will align remaining capacity with dimensions and resource demands of a virtual machine. At time t, let H(t) - vector of residual capacity of the current host. Which ever the physical machine gives maximizes the dot product, place the virtual machine. dotproduct = \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i \times V_i \times H(t)_i \). Wi - i th resource weight factor, is same as calculated in first fit decreasing sum. Vi - Virtual machine i th resource demand. H(t)i - Host i th resource residual capacity.

10. **Minimizing Angle [19]:** All physical machines resource utilization vector (RUVi) are known and also virtual machine v resource demand is known. For each physical machine, if it satisfy the resources demand of virtual machine then find the angle between RUVi + RD vector and total capacitance vector TCV (1,1).

![Figure 2: Minimize Angle [19]](image)

In figure-2 the angle shown by c'. Place the virtual machine on which will give minimum angle. Place complementary virtual machines on single physical machines might balance resources on physical machine; this will lead to higher resource utilizations.

**V. CONCLUSION**

First fit, next fit and random fit algorithms are simple algorithms. These algorithms are do not consider the resource capacities needed for placing virtual machine and not consider the resource consumptions in physical machines. Least full first, most full first, first fit decreasing (single dimension) algorithms are designed based on CPU capacity. These algorithms consider CPU capacity needed for placing virtual machine and consider CPU consumptions in physical machines. These algorithms do not consider other resources. First fit decreasing product, first fit decreasing sum and dot product algorithms are designed for multi dimensional resources. In these algorithms, physical/virtual machines’ resource volumes are calculated using all resources capacities. These volumes are used in placing virtual machines. Resource capacities are not directly involved in placing virtual machines. In minimizing angle algorithm all resources are involved directly for placing virtual machines. In this algorithm different resource consumptions are balanced so that physical machines are minimized. This algorithm concentrates on balancing resources instead of maximizing resource usage of physical machines in each dimension.
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